
The country's services sector has contracted over the month of
November, as thousands of businesses suffered after the nation was
placed back into so-called level-5 lockdowns towards the end of
October. Ireland, who were one of the first nations in Europe to re-
impose tough restrictions during this second wave of the virus
across the continent, saw its Services PMI result for the 4-week
period fall to 45.4 from 48.3 in October: its third consecutive monthly
fall. The 'services sector' in question for this data point spans across
industries such as banks, to transport, to hotels and bars, and is the
biggest contributor to Ireland's economy as a whole.
The data point is run by AIB (AIB Markit Purchasing Managers' Index
for Services), and saw its worst ever reading back in the height of the
first lockdown in April of this year when it came in at 13.9. According
to the bank, credit and debit card spending dropped by 7% last
month, in addition. 
"Despite the shutdown, the rate of decline in new business was very
modest and eased since October. Indeed, the volume of order
backlogs increased for the first time since February" said AIB's chief
economist Oliver Mangan. "Furthermore, there was a move to near
stabilisation in employment levels in November, which have been in
decline since February" he added.
As with all PMI readings, the 50.0 level marks the line in the sand
between an economy being in contractionary vs expansionary
territory.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European indices are slightly lower again this morning, DAX and EuroStoxx roughly
0.40% lower on the session. Markets in Europe await Brexit clarity this week. VIX looking fairly
steady on Thursday, trading just above $21.10 as futures in the US pare some of yesterday's
small gains. Important to watch: the United States yesterday saw a record amount of daily
deaths and their second highest amount of daily new cases since the pandemic began.
Currencies: The Dollar is sliding once again this morning, pushing the Euro to $1.2140 on the
opening bell earlier. EUR/USD, the most traded pair on the planet, is now seeing its highest
prices since April 2018 after a general risk-on mood in recent weeks has significantly weighed
on the perceived safe-haven Dollar. Speculation over an agreed stimulus package in the States
has served as a catalyst in this move which has seen the greenback break major support levels.
Safe-havens: Gold continuing its climb on Thursday, having now bounced 4.3% since its low
this week, and now trading back above $1,840. Bonds somewhat in demand this morning as
equity markets take a break from their recent rally. Spreads between European and US
sovereign bonds have been stable for the last month, the two not seeing any further
divergence as of late.
Looking ahead: This morning was relatively quiet on the data front, OPEC leaders are meeting
all day to discuss a range of issues regarding the energy markets and decide how much oil they
will produce. After lunch we will see the weekly unemployment claims figure from the US,
followed by their Services PMI release. Tomorrow's NFP data from the States will be in focus for
all market participants.
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Brexit Update
Intense negotiations stretched late into the night as both sides made
their arguments and importantly as the clock continues to tick
onwards towards the end of year deadline. EU chief negotiator had
previously briefed the 27 member states on the latest talks amid
little sign of progress as the same three key issues remain.
"It's time to hold our nerve and trust Michel Barnier. And I believe if
we do that, there's a good chance that we can get a deal across the
line in the next few days" Minister for Foreign Affairs Simon Coveney
told Newstalk radio this morning.
German MEP David McAllister, who is also a member of the
European Parliament's Brexit co-ordination group, said that the two
sides have reached a "critical moment" in the talks. He went on to
add that the agreement will need to be reached over the coming
days if the EU Parliament is going to have enough time to ratify and
process the deal itself. "This is the critical moment where principles
need to be translated into rules and, more importantly, rules need to
be guaranteed by a robust enforcement framework" McAllister
tweeted.
EUR/GBP -0.45% to 0.9022, GBP/USD (cable) +0.60% to 1.3445 at the
time of writing.


